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Abstract:- We have shown that beyond the limits of Fermat’s and Euler’s theorems, there is a ray of hope  to ascertain the remainder 

when a number n  divides a huge number a .  Few illustrative examples are solved and a new relevant  proposition is given.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Fermat’s and Euler’s theorems are useful in finding solutions to linear and nonlinear congruences  Eugen (2006) and Joshi 

(2011).  See Adel (2018) and Vishnu (2018) for further details; since they provide easy methods to determine the remainder  

when a number n  divides another number say a  if certain conditions or restrictions are met .  These restrictions are stated in 

theorems 3.1 and 3.2.  Recently,  Brierly et.al (2019) and Saimir (2018) have provided proofs of Fermat’s last theorem  as well 

as Fermat’s conjecture in the domain of natural numbers.  The condition when the given problem do not satisfy the conditions 

of Fermat’s and Euler’s theorems have never been reported in literature; thereby, motivating this research. Here, we have 

provided solutions to problems that do not satisfy the conditions of  Fermat’s and Euler’s theorems.   

 

 

2. PRELININARIES 

For a given integer m  in ; let ( )m  denotes the set  0,1,2, , 1m− .  The set ( )m  is also known as the set of all 

remainders (or residues) modulo m .  

 

2.1 Let m   and n   be integers, where m   is positive.  Then by remainder’s theorem, we can write 

( )1n qm r= +   

where 0 r m   and q   is an integer.  Equation (1) can be interpreted in the language of congruence which means that n  is 

congruent to r  modulo m  for some integer q ; denoted by ( )modn r m . 

  

Definition 2.1: If m  is a positive integer and ,a b  are in , then we say that a  is  

 congruence to b  modulo m  (written as ( )moda b m ), if a b−  is divisible by m . 

 

Definition 2.2: An integer a  is said to be co-prime (or relatively prime) to another  

 integer b  if the greatest common divisor (g.c.d) of a  and b  is 1 that is gcd( , ) 1a b =    

 For example 8  is co-prime to 35 , etc. The integer 1 is co-prime to every integer in . 

 Remark 2.1: If m  is a prime number, then every non-zero element of ( )m  is co- prime to m . 

 

Definition 2.3: Let n  is a positive integer and ( )n  as defined above.  Let  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,n
: , n 1,

x
n x x x n= =  . Then the cardinal number of 

( ) ( ),nx
n  is  

denoted by ( )n . The function   is called Euler’s phi function.   

 For example ( ) ( )8 4, 7 6, = =  etc. In general, for any prime p , ( ) 1p p = −  
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Properties of Congruence 

For any integers a  and b and a positive integer n , we have the following: 

(i) moda b n                                                (reflexive) 

(ii) If moda b n , then modb a n                            (symmetric) 

(iii) If moda b n  and modb c n   then moda c n  (transitive) 

(iv) If moda b n  and modc d n , then moda c b d n+  +  also, modac bd n   

 

3. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES: 

We know that 23 2mod7 .  By squaring this, we have  
223 4mod 7  and also 

323 8mod 7 1mod 7   by transitive property stated above.  With that above process, it becomes 

easy to find remainders of huge numbers. 

Example 1:  Find the remainder when 
13919  is divided by 10 .  

Solution: Note that 19 9mod10   

                               
219 81mod10 1mod10    

      now 
2 69 138(19 ) 19 1mod10=  . Therefore, 

                      
13819 19 1 9mod10      

                   that is
13919 9mod10   the remainder is 9.  Pretty simple! 

 

Example 2: Determine the remainder when 
73822  is divided by 17 . 

Solution: 22 5mod17   

               
222 25mod17 8mod17   

               
322 125mod17 6mod17   

               
422 625mod17 13mod17   

Proceeding in this form will lead us to frustration, and as a result, we present the following theorem. 
 

Theorem 3. 1 (Fermat’s Theorem) 

If a Z  and p  is a prime not dividing a , then p  divides 
1 1pa − − .  That is 

1 1modpa p−   for a  not 0mod p . 

Applying Fermat’s theorem to example 2, we have that 22a =  and 17p = . Thus 

1 1mod17pa −    
1622 1mod17   

      
16 46 736(22 ) 22 1mod17=   and 

   
222 8mod17       

      
73822 8mod17        

Therefore, the remainder is 8. 
 

Suppose in example 2 above, the modulus was 15 ; that is 
73822 mod15  then Fermat’s theorem fails to provide solution since 

15  is not a prime number.  To handle such problems, consider the following theorem. 

 

Theorem 3.2 (Euler’s Theorem) 

If a   is an integer relatively prime to n , then 
( ) 1na −  is divisible by n .  That is    

      
( ) 1modna n   

Example 3:  Use Euler’s theorem to find the remainder when 
73822  is divided by 15 . 

Solution:  Since the gcd(22,15) 1= , Euler's theorem is applicable.  Now 22a = , 15n =  and  ( ) 8n = .  It follows that 

  
822 1mod15     

       
8 92 736(22 ) 22 1mod15=   and 

  22 7mod15  
222 49mod15 4mod15   

      
73822 4mod15   leaving a remainder 4 
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Example 3: Determine the remainder when 
543  is divided by 66 .  In this example, 66  is not a prime number which implies 

that Fermat’s theorem can not be applied.  Also the gcd(3,66) 3=  which obviously means 3  and 66  are not relatively 

prime and as a result, Euler’s theorem cannot be applied! What next?  

To solve the above problem, let us first consider a simple version of the given problem: Find the remainder when 
43  is divided 

by 66  i.e 
43 mod 66 .  

Clearly  
43 81 15mod66=  ; thus the remainder is 15.  Alternatively, 3a =  and 66n = .  By division of  

43 mod 66  by 

3  gives 

 
3 33 mod 22 3 27 5mod 22 =                             (3.1) 

 Now multiply through the congruence (3.1) by  3a = ;  

i.e 
33 3 3 5mod3 22     or 

43 15mod 66 which also results to the same remainder.   

With this ray of hope, let us solve example 3. 

 

The given problem is  
543 mod 66 .  By dividing through by 3 , we have 

  
533 mod 22 .  At the point, we can now apply Euler’s theorem since 3  and 22  are relatively prime.  Thus 
(22) 103 3 1mod 22 =    

            
503 1mod 22  

 
33 5mod 22  

533 5mod 22  

       
543 15mod66  .  Thus the remainder is 15 . 

 Remarks: It is a mere coincidence that  
43 mod 66  and 

543 mod 66  have the same         

remainder.  The example we considered,  observe that n a .  

 

  Example 4: Find the remainder when 
4125  is divided by 15.   

 Solution:  Again, 15  is not a prime number and as such, Fermat’s theorem can not be applied.  Also, the 

gcd(25,15) 1  which violates Euler’s theorem. 

The given problem is  
4125 mod15   

Divide through by 5  

 
815 mod3  

Now since the gcd(3,5) 1= and also 3  is prime, we can apply either Fermat’s or Euler’s theorems.  By applying Fermat’s 

theorem, we have 
805 1mod3  and since 5 2mod3 ; 

we have 
815 2mod3  

at this point, we multiply through by 5   
825 10mod15  or 

4125 10mod15 .  Thus the remainder is 10 .  

 

Remark:   Observe that in this example, n a . Thus we state the following proposition. 

 

Proposition 3.1 

Suppose a  and n  are integers and n  in not a prime; and suppose also that gcd( , ) 1a n  , then the remainder when 
ma  is 

divided by n  is given by  

1{ mod( / )} if n a

gcd( , ){ mod( )} if n a
gcd( , ) gcd( , )

m

m

a a n a

r a n
a n

a n a n

− 


= 
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4. CONCLUSION 

We have shown that the remainder when a number n  divides another number say a  can be easily determined even if it does 

not satisfy the criteria for both Fermat’s and Euler’s theorems.  We demonstrate our claim with  relevant examples.    
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